INTRODUCTION

Cyber crime against women in Australia deserves a better analytical treatment from law and justice machinery as well as cyber criminologists, socio-legal researchers and activists. Ironically, most surveys show economic loss as the highest rated cyber crime happening in Australia, closely followed by virus infections, hacking, child pornography and cyber bullying among children (Rust, 2008; Arias, 2007, Roberts, 2008). Even though stalking has been enlisted as a crime that is occurring, besides other general cyber crimes listed above, we could find no good survey results of stalking by intimate partners to women or cyber victimizations of women including cyber bullying, privacy-penetration, cyber gender sensitive defamation, forced pornography etc. From Roberts (2008), it could be seen that most emphasis is given to child grooming, crimes against children and youth belonging to the age group of 16-19 and identity theft (in relation to monetary crimes
especially) in Australia. In Australia, mostly century old laws have been amended and adjusted to prevent cyber crimes and cyber borne crimes against the society as a whole. Even though victimization of women have taken a technical turn since long, little thought has been given to draft gender sensitive penal laws to save women from being abused and tormented. However, the good news is, several such ‘adjusted’ laws do help women victims while in ‘cyber –distress’. In this section, we will discuss some of these federal and provincial laws, which are being used to prevent and protect cyber victimization of women in Australia and the government, and non-government initiatives, which are being taken to prevent cyber harassments of women.

CYBER HARASSMENTS

As per our typology discussed in the chapter 2, hacking may constitute a separate gender sensitive cyber crime even if it is not necessarily related to financial crimes. Hacking may lead to various other cyber crimes such as destroying personal information and blocking others to contact the victim, leaving her completely isolated in a cyber imprisonment state; accessing the individual’s personal and professional information and creating cloned web profiles to impersonate the victim; misusing the information of the female victim(s) including her pictures for illegal financial gains, especially by making her website / public profile look like hard core adult entertainer’s profile; intentionally destroying her professional identity and make her a ‘laughing stock’, etc. As such, these sorts of harassments, which involve hacking, hacking and cloning, hacking and morphing, hacking and impersonation etc, are well controlled by the Federal Criminal Code Act, 1995, as has been amended by Cyber crime Act, 2001. However, these provisions are used maximum for preventing crimes against governments and corporations (Smith, Grobosky & Urbas, 2004). We found no literature to show that these provisions have also been used to prevent hacking and hacking related problems targeted towards women.

According to the Australian laws, Hacking and hacking related problems are construed more as an offence towards the computer as a machine, towards the network and towards the government and financial data. In short, hacking is termed as “computer offence” done through ‘carriage service’ as following. These provisions especially when read with provisions regarding invasions to privacy under the Privacy Act, 1988, may well be used as preventive legislation to prohibit harassing women when hacking and hacking related activities are done to publicly humiliate the victim by publishing her personal information, religious, feministic and sexual opinions and beliefs. Even though the main objective of the Privacy Act, 1988 is to secure financial, health and government identity related information, “sensitive records” as has been interpreted by Section 6 of the Act, could be extended to cover information or opinion about any individual’s racial or ethnic origin, political opinion and belief, membership to unions and associations, religious opinions and favoritisms, sexual practices and preferences, criminal records, health records and also genetic records. It is presumed that women and men as well, may be victimized when the harasser hacks and cracks such information and uses it to fulfill revengeful or other harmful activities.

However, it must be noted that Privacy Act, 1988, does not provide protection to information which are generally available to public, including information “however published”. In such cases the provisions enacted in divisions 477 and 478 of the Criminal Code Act, 1995, must be used to protect women when their online profiles including personal websites, social networking profiles, pictures provided there in and blogs etc.
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